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LOCATION-BASED BELIEF CHANGE 
 

1. Identify a limiting belief. What do you believe about the world, people, 
yourself, finances, health, etc. that creates problems for you? (INVENTORY) 
What do you believe that limits the way you feel and respond? Think of an 
event, person, environment, subject, etc. about which you have some 
negative and limiting emotions. 

2. How do you know that you have that belief and those thoughts? What 
lets you know that you think such things? Asking these questions invites us 
to become more aware of beliefs, and their component pieces (modalities 
and submodalities). Knowing these enables us to explore the submodality 
distinctions of the beliefs, and thereby identify their structure. 

3. Identify the place where you have stored your strong limiting, and ‘don’t 
care’ beliefs. In this step you will explore the submodality structure of three 
different kinds of beliefs. Notice also how you code the representations 
that make up these thoughts.  
 
A Strong Belief: Pick something like “I believe the sun will rise tomorrow.” 
 
A Don't Care Belief: Pick out a belief that doesn’t matter to you one way or 
the other. Ex: “It really doesn’t make any difference which shoe I put on  
first when I get dressed.” 
 
A Limiting Belief: Pick a limiting belief that holds you back in some way. Ex: 
“I can’t learn very well!” 
 
In this exercise we focus primarily on the location submodality of your 
beliefs. Identify where you put or store each of these kinds of beliefs in 
your mind. Do you have your strong beliefs in a position ‘down right’ in 
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front of you? Are your Limiting Beliefs perhaps to your left, in your past? 
When we discover the coding that you use, you can then use the 
configuration within your mind to make an internal shift that will give you 
more control over yourself and your neurology. As a result, you can take an 
important limiting belief and put it where you have the ‘don’t care’ beliefs 
located. Would you like to have that choice? 

 
4. Next, allow yourself to imagine, fully and vividly, a gigantic 

slingshot right in front of you. Into the leather pouch of that slingshot put 
the limiting belief, which you want to go somewhere else. At this point, 
take care to just notice where that belief will go when you change its 
location coding. Pay careful attention to where you locate your “I don’t 
care” beliefs in your mind. You’ll have had to elicit enough “don’t care” 
beliefs so that you have a strong sense of where you store them. Now, 
notice that place that defines where you want your limiting belief to end 
up. 

 
5. Practice stretching the slingshot pouch. Now allow yourself to imagine 

your limiting belief being pulled back, all the way back in that leather 
pouch, and as you imagine this, you can feel the rubber-band or elastic 
material pulling and straining, more and more. You can hear the rubber 
band stretching more and more until it reaches its limit. And in just a 
moment…when we ask you to let this limiting belief go, you will sense it 
shooting out and flying out from its location of limiting beliefs and landing 
in that place where you have your “don’t care” beliefs stored which don’t 
bother you at all. 
 
Remember that since your unconscious mind runs your neurology you can 
trust it completely. Your job, with your conscious mind, is simply one of 
providing the program of what to do. Your unconscious mind will take care 
of the feelings. And since your beliefs can severely limit your possibilities, it 
is a good idea to be aware of what you believe. 

 
6. Let it go…now! Putting your limiting belief into the pouch of the gigantic 

slingshot in front of you, you can now let it go. Feel it as it rams into the 
place of your “don’t care” beliefs. Now take a moment to notice just how 
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that old belief settles into there, as you hear a bolt locking tight, which 
means that the old limiting belief has become locked in there so that it 
stays stuck there as a “don’t care” belief for good. 
 

7. Now install the new empowering belief. Undoubtedly, you will have 
noticed that this belief change technique involves a spatial anchoring 
process. Because when you have cleared out an old limiting belief, you find 
yourself feeling much more open to having some new and more 
empowering belief put in its place. If you know where you store your strong 
beliefs, then you can go for it right now. You can now install a new belief 
about your increasing resourcefulness, your ability to access enhancing 
states, of staying clear-headed and calm, of maintaining a presence of 
mind, etc. So put the new belief into the strong belief place…now! 
 

 
 
 


